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Abstract 

This research aims at the introduction of evening wear patchwork-
accessories in various artistic formulas that fit with the aesthetic and 
functional purpose, and at benefiting from the remains of synthetic fabrics 
in production of these accessories at low cost. 

The importance of the research is that it sheds light on the aesthetics 
of the art of patchwork, the possibility of employing them in evening wear 
accessories in a manner that links the past with the present and satisfies the 
desires and needs of their users, and providing specialists, producers and 
owners of small businesses with new designs of patchwork art, done in 
various structure using materials never been used before in the production 
of such products,atlow cost. 

The research adopts the descriptive analytical approach as research 
means of describing the art of patchwork, analysis of its aesthetics and 
techniques, identifying the reasons of its origination, and attempting to 
determine its attributes in order to develop a variety of designs of evening 
wear accessories based on this art; in addition to the experimental approach 
represented in designing evening wear accessories and implementation of 
the proposed set of designs, whichwere created on the basis of the 
patchwork art in original formsfittingwith present age needs. 

A collection of evening wear accessories were introduced,which 
comprised of qty.5scarves and qty. 9 shoulder bags, designed and 
implemented using a variety of patchwork art structures(blocks - random- 
geometric–one piece), using raw materials of synthetic fibers (Satin - 
Organza - Chiffon) . 

These designs were evaluated using an evaluation form, which was 
presented to 64 female consumers to investigate their opinions, measure 
satisfaction and determine the best unit. Overall satisfaction varied from 
8١.59% to 94.9%. This high percentage indicates satisfaction and high 
interest by consumers in these designs, which could be attributed to their 
association with heritage and keeping pace with contemporary fashion, and 
stresses that the aesthetic of art of patchwork which is characterized by 
originality and uniqueness at all technical areas can benefited fromin 
preparation a collection of designs that keep pace with contemporary 
fashion and enrich the field of evening wear accessories design in particular. 

 


